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By the end of this section you should be able to:
• explain the term external environment 
• identify aspects of the global market which could have an impact on business decisions
• explain the term strategic decision
• understand what makes decisions ‘strategic’.

Doing business domestically or offshore
Large businesses operating in their home country (‘domestic’ businesses) need to take certain factors into account 
to be successful. These can be summarised as ‘STEEPLE’ factors (you may have studied these in Business Studies 
2.2). STEEPLE stands for:

 Social – such as demographics, trends and fashions

 Technology – such as automation and internet use

 Environment – such as waste reduction and fossil-fuel use

 Economic – such as interest rates and unemployment

 Political – such as trade agreements and trade unions

 Legal – such as consumer laws and employment laws

 Ethics – such as child labour exploitation and fair trade.

When businesses are thinking about moving offshore (i.e. beyond the borders of their own country) and into 
international markets, there are the following further considerations to be taken into account.

External environment
The ‘external environment’ refers to those factors beyond the business’s control that infl uence the decisions the 
business makes. When a business is looking beyond its own country’s borders, it must understand the infl uences 
there will be on trade – such as culture, consumer expectations and ever-changing global trends. These factors 
can have both positive and negative impacts on a business operating in a global context, so the factors must be 
evaluated carefully during the decision-making process.

A business may make decisions based on global indicators. These can be fi nancial (such as exchange and 
interest rates, infl ation, and business growth measures such as GDP for export markets), political (especially 
new trade agreements, changing governments or geographical areas of increasing instability) or technological 
(increasingly we are seeing start-up businesses that have no physical presence or even products to sell).

 1:   INTERNATIONAL EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT AND 
STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING
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Types of business decision
The decisions a business makes can be divided into three types: strategic, tactical and operational. The focus 
of this Achievement Standard is on the strategic decisions that are made in response to external factors.

Tactical decisions are those carried out by middle management that support the strategic decisions of the 
business and can be changed depending on their success (e.g. implementing a premium pricing policy instead 
of a penetration pricing policy). Operational decisions are the day-to-day decisions that are made in the normal 
running of the business (e.g. purchasing additional stock, hiring a new employee).

Strategic decisions determine the general course of action the business will take to meet its aims and objectives, 
and the resources and people to be allocated to carrying out these actions.

Porter’s generic strategies
Porter’s generic strategies of differentiation, cost leadership or focus provide a possible structure to consider 
when looking at strategic decisions. The strategies are ways to gain competitive advantage.
• Differentiation involves fi nding ways to make your product or service different from that of your 

competitors – creating a unique selling point.
• Cost leadership is about minimising the cost to the business of delivering products and services so that 

more profi t can be made per item, or lower prices charged to gain market share.
• Focus means to concentrate on a specifi c niche market of customers to build brand loyalty.

Characteristics of strategic decisions
Usually, strategic decisions:
• are long term in nature
• fi t with the business’s vision and mission statements
• are broad in detail
• are made by senior management
• play to the strengths of the business (or minimise weaknesses)
• are implemented to improve outcomes such as profi t, return on investment, market share, cash fl ow, sales 

revenue, and sustainability measurements.

Criteria for a strategic decision
For a decision to be considered ‘strategic’ it should meet at least one of the following three criteria:
• size – the decision is made by senior management and involves considerable resources, capital and 

manpower
• scope – the decision is multi-dimensional and affects many aspects of the business (fi nance, production, 

sales, marketing, human resources and so on)
• time – the decision will require a long time to implement OR there will be a long period over which the 

effects of the strategic decision will be felt (‘long term’ should mean more than a year.)

For each topic in this Achievement Standard, you are required to evaluate a strategic decision to solve a 
potential issue resulting from an external factor. Knowing what a strategic decision is and explaining why your 
decision is strategic forms an important part of your answer.
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 Activity 1: Strategic decisions
1. Emery Foods Ltd (not a real business) is a New Zealand-based business that exports to South America. Its 

purpose is to provide products that are uniquely New Zealand in fl avour, and aimed particularly at middle-
income earners. The Emery Foods Ltd Board is meeting to make some decisions about the business’s future.

 Identify whether the following decisions are strategic or tactical decisions, and, for each, briefl y explain why 
you have made that decision. The fi rst one has been done as an example.

Decision
Strategic or 

tactical decision?
Explanation (size, scope, time)

Build a new factory 
in Ecuador

Strategic

Requires considerable fi nance – possibly external (size), will 
involve many aspects of the business such as production and 
distribution (scope) and will take at least a year to construct 
and become operational (time).

Hire a new 
production manager 
in Chile

Set up a sales and 
distribution centre in 
Argentina

Develop a new range 
of products for the 
South American 
market

Increase the wage 
rate by 5% in Chile

Send the marketing 
manager to 
Argentina to oversee 
a new marketing 
campaign

Change to a just-
in-time inventory 
system in Venezuela

Answers
p.  89
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 2:   SOCIETAL EXPECTATIONS – ECONOMIC AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

By the end of this and the following section you should be able to:
• understand the pressure that external stakeholders can apply to a business
• explain the term quadruple bottom line
• fully explain the four aspects of sustainability and how 

they relate to societal expectations
• relate sustainability to key Māori concepts
• fully explain and justify how strategic business decisions 

can help to solve sustainability issues.

What is meant by ‘societal expectations’?
Modern society is grappling with major issues that are becoming increasingly important. Examples are:
• competition for resources, especially water, as world population is expected to expand to more than nine 

billion people by 2050
• the increasing threat of climate change and depletion of fossil-fuel sources of energy
• globalisation and the rise of trading blocs
• the digital and robotic age where everyone is connected and jobs are being automated.

Stakeholder pressure
Stakeholders in business are asking more questions of business entities about what the businesses are 
doing to take these risks into account or to mitigate them (make them less severe). Such stakeholders include 
investors, government, unions, business partners and suppliers, community groups, consumers and employees. 
The stakeholders can apply pressure to businesses through the decisions and actions they take to get their point 
of view across. For instance, suppliers might contract only with a business that agrees to follow their ethical 
code of conduct, or consumers and communities might boycott a business that does not sell only goods that 
are safe for their children (such as a business dealing in ‘legal high’ products). Employees and unions protest 
at unfair practices (such as in 2015, regarding zero-hour contracts at Bunnings and McDonald’s). Governments 
create laws and regulations that force businesses to operate in specifi c ways (such as the Fair Trading Act). Whole 
communities – sometimes on a global scale – can pressure businesses to change their ways, the progress being 
made in reducing carbon emissions to counter global warming is an example. All this means that businesses 
have greater obligations now to disclose not only how well they have done economically, but also how they have 
gone about achieving their returns from a social, environmental and ethical perspective.

Social Cultural

Economic

Environmental

Sustainable 
Development
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 Activity 2.1: Stakeholder pressure
Read the following opinion piece and answer the questions.

Opinion – Tax avoidance

An early American Supreme Court judge, Oliver Wendell Holmes, said that taxes are what we pay for a civilised 
society. However, tax avoidance by multinationals is now a major problem in Western countries. For example, in 
New Zealand in 2012, Apple paid only $2.5m on sales of $571m. Politicians ‘hope for cooperation’ or draw up 
policies to counter tax avoidance, but little happens.

Some say that the only responsibilities companies have are to their shareholders. And unlike tax evasion, tax 
avoidance is not illegal. However, many people consider that tax avoidance is immoral. Taxes help provide 
essentials, such as hospitals, roads and schools, on which everyone depends. Those who benefi t should 
contribute to the costs.

In Britain, consumer action has been used to get a company to pay its fair share of tax. A huge boycott of 
Starbucks restaurants took place when the public learned that the company had paid only £8.6m in tax on sales 
of £3.1b. The boycott worked, at least to some extent, with the company saying it would pay at least £10m in 
tax for the following two years.

Source: www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/editorials/9613773/Editorial-All-power-to-the-consumer

Questions
1. What aspect of multinational business does this opinion piece believe is unethical?

2. Explain what, in your opinion, societal expectations are likely to be regarding this issue.

3. Identify two stakeholders mentioned in the article that might hold differing viewpoints on the issue. Explain 
why they might think differently about the issue, from the viewpoint of sustainability.

4. Fully explain what action consumers can take to force multinationals to change their business practices AND 
justify an opinion as to whether that action is likely to be successful.

Answers
p.  89
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The quadruple bottom line
Scrutiny by external stakeholders places pressure on businesses, because a business generally works in the 
interests of its owners. However, businesses are increasingly recognising their obligations to other stakeholders 
as well, because:
• society’s expectations of business operations are changing
• there is more legislation to protect resources and employees
• consumers choose products based not only on price, but also on ethics and sustainability.

A 2013 survey by Globescan, a public-opinion research company, has found that society’s confi dence in 
businesses and in their performance in key sustainability areas is increasing.

For more information about Globescan’s fi ndings, go to

http://www.globescan.com/images/Reports/Radar/globescan_radar_2013_june27_webinar_slides_highlights.pdf

Society is increasingly requiring businesses to consider the quadruple bottom line in their reporting. The four 
aspects of the quadruple bottom line are:
• economic sustainability – profi t, liquidity, cash fl ow and fi nancial stability
• environmental sustainability – preservation of resources and reduction of waste and pollution
• social sustainability – betterment of employees, suppliers, customers and community
• cultural sustainability – preservation of tikanga, traditions, shared beliefs and customs.

 Activity 2.2: The quadruple bottom line
State the aspect or aspects of the quadruple bottom line represented by each of the following business practices. 
Some may have more than one aspect. Choose from:

  Cultural               Economic               Environmental             Social 

Business practice Aspect(s)

Making a profi t of $1 million

Being a business that celebrates a variety of festivals

Using solar power generated from its own panels

Donating to CanTeen to help teenagers battling cancer

Having a ‘diversity at work’ policy

Giving 20% of profi t to the Auckland Women’s Refuge

Having a selling price of $100.00 which allows a 60% mark-up

Selling te reo Māori CDs and DVDs to tourists

Turning a business into a public company offering shares on the NZX

Using a new form of product packaging that is biodegradable

Making all signs in the offi ce bilingual

Recycling old batteries into new ones

Sponsoring an up-and-coming Pasifi ka artist

Answers
p.  89
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Diversifying into new product areas

Holding leadership courses for women 

Committing to a zero waste policy

Providing subsidised public transport cards for employees

Sustainability
Sustainability can be defi ned as the capacity to endure. Sustainability is about meeting the needs of people 
today without having an adverse impact on the needs of people tomorrow.

When a business is fi rst set up, it generally goes through a period of being in ‘survival mode’. Then, once it 
becomes established, it aims to grow and maximise profi t.

However, maximising profi t often comes at a cost (e.g. damage to the environment, paying low wages, 
producing poor-quality goods as businesses cut costs to maximise profi ts) and businesses fi nd that a better 
business practice is focusing on ‘Profi t – Planet – People’. Society expects businesses to make a healthy profi t but 
also to protect the environment, look after their workers, and to ‘give back’ to the community.

Social progress
Diversity
Human rights
Equal opportunity
Standard of living
Health
Identity
Meaning

Eco-environmental
Resource effi ciency
Energy conservation
Pollution regulation

Environmental stewardship
Natural resource protection
Pollution prevention
Biodiversity
Waste management

Socio-economic
Fair trade
Workers’ rights
Business ethics

Socio-environmental
Environmental preservation
Access to potable water and 
breathable air
Environmental hazard 
management

Sustainability

Economic stability
Consumption patterns
Distribution of wealth
Effi cient production
Research and development
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The Ministry for the Environment (www.mfe.govt.nz) states the following.

‘Sustainable businesses are competitive businesses and they create…

A competitive edge

Customers and investors are increasingly looking beyond the balance sheet before making a choice about where 
to place their business. Creating cleaner business practices can strengthen and build your brand, giving you a 
stronger identity and a reputation that you can be proud of and promote to customers. This may help to build 
your market share and even open up new markets.

Market leverage

Many large businesses are conscious of enhancing their corporate image and are increasingly choosing suppliers 
with environmental, social and cultural values and practices that match their own. Consumers are actively 
selecting and paying more for products that they believe are less harmful to the environment. Government is also 
applying environmental criteria when selecting a supplier.’

Source: www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/fi les/media/Sustainability/simply-sustainable.pdf

Developing a sustainable business
Strategic decisions

+
People-centred policies (employees, 

customers, suppliers)

+
Capital and resource investment

=
Sustainable business

Developing a sustainable business requires strategic decisions to be made that refl ect the fi rm’s commitment to 
economic, environmental, social and cultural ideals (i.e. the four aspects of the quadruple bottom line).

If the fi rm places people at the centre of the business with family-friendly employment policies, fl exible working 
conditions and access to training, this helps to make workers feel valued and content.

There should also be an investment of suffi cient capital and resources in the sustainability model. The investment 
is likely to be rewarded by savings made through effi ciencies and increased profi ts resulting from the improved 
business image.

For more information about developing a sustainable business, view the presentation at

https://secondarysocialscience.wikispaces.com/fi le/view/3.2%20A%20Sustainability.pptx/440193068/3.2%20
A%20Sustainability.pptx
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Expectations concerning economic sustainability

 

Investors

Government

Supply chain

Consumers

 Board governance

Employees

Finance

What is economic sustainability?
‘Economic sustainability’ refers to using resources to provide necessary and desirable products and services for 
the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations of company employees to do the 
same; ensuring the fi rm is profi table and providing opportunities for others to be profi table as well.

The idea is related to the Māori concept of puawaitanga where the best possible return is sought on integrated 
goals. This principle supports the measurement of success against multiple outcomes, including, but not only, 
fi nancial outcomes. (For more information see

http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz/Social-sciences/Business-studies/Maori-business/Culture-and-values.)

What society expects of businesses in terms of being economically sustainable
Society expects businesses to:
• make a profi t
• produce goods and services to meet its needs
• provide jobs and therefore income for their staff to improve the general standard of living for society
• provide income opportunities for the community by creating jobs for other people (e.g. sales increase for 

food outlets, accommodation providers, service stations)
• be sensible in a recession and scale back their spending so jobs are preserved
• use resources effi ciently to ensure minimal wastage.

Some of these ideas are explained in the following extract from the introduction to the Air New Zealand 
Sustainability Report 2015, given by its CEO, Christopher Luxton.

‘Business growth is critical to economic development and social progress. It is business that has lifted living 
standards of billions of people around the world. Even in developed countries like New Zealand we need 
business growth to provide employment and support our social systems.

Fundamentally, business needs a strong society and society needs strong business. The two are inextricably 
linked. Strong businesses must continue to grow in order to have the money, people and technology to invest 
in better communities, more skilled people, alternative energies, greater biodiversity and product innovation. 
However, in doing so we need to think differently about how we go about it and fi nd a way to grow within the 
limited resources of our planet. At Air New Zealand, to respond to this challenge, we’ve committed to a purpose 
that’s bigger than just our airline – that is to supercharge New Zealand’s success socially, environmentally and 
economically.’

Source: Air New Zealand Sustainability Report 2015
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Advantages for businesses that operate in an economically sustainable manner
The advantages include:
• being able to pay competitive wages and attract and keep high-quality employees
• satisfying needs in the market that others cannot, thus gaining a competitive advantage
• providing sponsorships and funding for community projects (CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility) which 

strengthens community loyalty
• being able to practise philanthropy
• providing good returns to shareholders, which encourages them to remain and attracts new investment
• reassuring suppliers, who know they will get paid; the business can then access longer repayment times or 

cheaper rates (especially from banks)
• being able to spend more on researching methods to become more effi cient
• being able to invest in sustainable practices to take care of pollution, waste and scarcity of resources, and in 

fi nding more effi cient ways to perform business operations
• being able to save and have reserves for tougher times, such as a recession.

 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Strategic decisions that businesses can make to meet society’s economic expectations
Strategic decisions include the following.
• Incorporate lean production techniques into the production process.
• Invest in technology and innovation – research and development – for new products and processes, 

especially those with long-term benefi ts.
• Gain competitive advantages in niche markets through unique selling points.
• Restructure the workforce to fi nd effi ciencies.
• Protect innovations and inventions with intellectual property rights.
• Outsource non-essential activities.
• Change ownership structure, raising capital through investment and fi nance.
• Re-locate to take advantage of economies of scale through clustering.
• Increase distribution channels, especially through e-commerce.
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 Activity 1: Strategic decisions (page 3)

1. Decision

Strategic 
or tactical 
decision?

Explanation
(size, scope, time)

Hire a new 
production 
manager in Chile

Tactical
Affects only one area and takes a 
short time 

Set up a sales and 
distribution centre 
in Argentina

Strategic

New market (size), which will 
require considerable resources 
to set up including new staff. 
Decision will have long-term effect

Develop a new 
range of products 
for the South 
American market

Strategic

Product development in an 
existing market will need 
marketing and sales support 
and have new production 
requirements (scope)

Increase the 
wage rate by 5% 
in Chile

Tactical

Does not change the long-term 
objectives of the business, is 
merely to keep existing staff 
motivated and avoid turnover

Send the 
marketing 
manager to 
Argentina to 
oversee a new 
marketing 
campaign

Tactical
Low-level decision that has a 
short-term effect (time)

Change to a 
just-in-time 
inventory system 
in Venezuela

Strategic

Will require considerable change 
in resourcing and cost savings 
involving multiple areas (sales, 
distribution, production, HR) 
and have a long-term effect 
on production systems, which 
involves staff re-training

2. a.  To be a future-oriented, competitive retailer of digital services 
delivered over ‘our networks’ and the cloud.

b. Stabilise revenue/margin and reduce costs AND drive market 
revenue/margin growth with continuing improvement in unit 
costs.

c. Aspects of global environment could include (any three):

 Social – changing ways people and businesses communicate 
with one another globally, e.g. Skype, Facebook

 Technology – rapid new innovations such as cloud-based 
storage, making traditional telephone services redundant

 Environmental – digital technology means no need for power 
lines and cables

 Economic – shareholders demanding a greater return on their 
investment

 Political – support for digital infrastructure from government

 Legal – privacy of information

 Ethical – streaming of video and music and the threat of piracy

d. Telecom New Zealand brand was associated with the ‘old’ 
technology and would not be seen as being part of the digital 
age. The Spark New Zealand brand is associated with starting 
something new.

e. Entering the cloud IT and internet TV markets was diversifi cation 
from what the old brand, Telecom New Zealand, was doing. To 
do so was a senior management decision, involved considerable 
expense (such as changing brand names), and took more than 
two years to implement. All aspects of the business would be 
affected by this change.

 Activity 2.1: Stakeholder pressure (page 7)
1. Multinationals such as Apple are not paying the right amount of tax for 

the revenue they collect in New Zealand – this is called tax avoidance.

2. Society would expect that all businesses that profi t from New Zealand 
consumers pay their share of tax back to the New Zealand government 
in the same way that local businesses must.

3. Shareholders – the less tax is paid, the more profi t is made and thus 
the greater is the dividend shareholders receive on their investment. 
They are interested in economic sustainability.

 New Zealand community – tax collected by the government is used to 
carry out vital social projects in education, roads, health and so on. The 
less tax collected from multinationals, the more money must be found 
in other ways. The community is interested in social sustainability.

4. Consumers can stop using multinational businesses such as McDonald’s 
and start supporting local businesses instead, e.g. BurgerFuel, and start 
a publicity campaign explaining why they are doing so. This might be 
effective, as the Starbucks example from the UK has shown; however, 
there would have to be a large groundswell of support from most 
New Zealand consumers for this to be successful. As multinationals 
operate from a cost leadership model in New Zealand, local businesses 
fi nd it hard to match their price points, making the local businesses, 
economically at least, a less attractive alternative.

 Activity 2.2: The quadruple bottom line (page 8)

Business practice Aspect(s)

Making a profi t of $1 million Economic

Being a business that celebrates a variety of festivals Cultural

Using solar power generated from its own panels
Environmental 
and economic

Donating to CanTeen to help teenagers battling cancer Social

Having a ‘diversity at work’ policy
Cultural and 
social

Giving 20% of profi t to the Auckland Women’s Refuge Social

Having a selling price of $100.00 which allows a 60% 
mark-up

Economic

 ANSWERS
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Selling te reo Māori CDs and DVDs to tourists Cultural

Turning a business into a public company offering shares 
on the NZX

Economic

Using a new form of product packaging that is 
biodegradable

Environmental

Making all signs in the offi ce bilingual Cultural

Recycling old batteries into new ones
Environmental 
and economic

Sponsoring an up-and-coming Pasifi ka artist Cultural

Diversifying into new product areas Economic

Holding leadership courses for women Social

Committing to a zero waste policy Environmental

Providing subsidised public transport cards for 
employees

Environmental 
and social

 Activity 2.3: Case study (page 13)
1. Reduces operating costs, making each planeload cheaper to run, 

therefore more profi table.

2. Concern about carbon emissions and their effect on the ozone layer 
and climate change; efforts to reduce this will be appreciated by 
society and Air New Zealand will be seen as a leader in the industry for 
reducing fuel consumption.

3. Air New Zealand is investing in research and development to fi nd new 
ways of running its aircraft with effi ciencies to reduce costs and provide 
a competitive edge to its operations, where margins are small.

4. Doing so will allow Air New Zealand in the future to operate a modern 
fl eet that is very effi cient and fi tted with the latest technology to allow 
maximum use of the aircraft at low cost. The company will remain 
profi table in a competitive industry.

5. Air New Zealand is providing greater opportunity for tourists to visit 
New Zealand through providing more fl ights (seat capacity) and 
cheaper prices, from which tourist businesses such as tourist attractions, 
accommodation, food and beverage outlets and rental-car fi rms will 
all benefi t. New Zealand businesses that operate globally will benefi t 
because Air New Zealand is opening new routes (such as to Vietnam 
and Argentina in 2015), entering partnerships (e.g. with Air India and 
Air China) and providing greater capacity for cargo for imports and 
exports. In addition, Air New Zealand showcases New Zealand food and 
beverages on its fl ights and has developed a programme to support 
emerging New Zealand businesses in the global market.

6. The following answer is an example.

 Reducing fuel consumption is likely to meet society’s expectations 
regarding the business’s economic sustainability because operational 
costs will be signifi cantly reduced, resulting in a more profi table airline. 
Greater profi tability will lead to more jobs being created, reducing 
unemployment in New Zealand. The profi t will make investors happy 
and there is likely to be further investment into Air New Zealand, further 
strengthening its fi nancial stability.

 Activity 2.4:  Environmentally sustainable leaders 
(page 16)

Students’ own answers: THREE ways in which each business can be considered 
environmentally sustainable.

 Activity 2.5:  Innovative environmental 
sustainability (page 17)

1. Brewtroleum meets society’s expectations for environmental 
sustainability because a waste product (yeast slurry) of beer production 
which would otherwise cause pollution, can have the ethanol stripped 
out of it to produce a high-grade biofuel which emits up to eight 
per cent less carbon dioxide than other high-performance fuels, saving 

an estimated 55 tonnes of CO2 emissions in six weeks. So there is 
not only less waste product from the brewing process, but also a fuel 
produced that is better for the environment than traditional fuels.

2. Positive effects for DB Breweries (any one):

• positive public relations for environmental innovation

• new product innovation that is proving profi table

• cost saving – instead of having to dispose of waste it can be 
bought by Gull

• shared risk-taking with another large organisation.

3. Brewtroleum is an innovation that is different from those of other oil 
companies. It creates a unique selling point that has a clear positive 
environmental effect that Gull can use in its marketing. This is likely 
to attract new customers who have an environmental interest to 
try the product and could well provide fi rst-mover advantage in the 
New Zealand market.

4. The following answer is an example.

 While this is a great innovation that does provide environmental 
benefi ts in both the production process and as a new product to the 
market, it will be diffi cult to compete with traditional fuels, which 
are cheaper and more accessible than Brewtroleum. The new fuel 
will provide a niche market for the small but growing segment of 
environmentally conscious drivers. It would have to be produced in 
larger amounts, and by more oil companies, before it could be said to 
be making an impact on meeting society’s expectations.

 Activity 3.1: Social sustainability (page 21)
Part 1
Students’ own answers: The effects on THREE stakeholders to be discussed.

Part 2
1. Allowing staff to take volunteer days helps staff feel part of the 

community and that they are making a difference, so they are 
motivated and positive about their work experience. Being connected 
with programmes such as Energy Wise creates a positive public 
image that will lead to brand recognition and a bigger customer base. 
Involvement in community projects and community work such as 
the fi nancial literacy programme is a form of glocalisation and gives 
ANZ Bank New Zealand a presence in the local community that will be 
remembered when it comes time for people to choose a bank.

2. It can help members of Ngāi Tahu Whanui gain fi nancial literacy so 
they can make informed decisions concerning budgeting; it provides 
them with resources and access to fi nancial services that they might 
not otherwise have.

3. Positive impact: Staff volunteering makes for good public relations and 
a community presence that assists brand recognition.

 Negative impact: The cost associated with employees who are not at 
work but are still being paid will affect profi tability in the short term.

4. Ignoring social issues will damage ANZ Bank New Zealand’s reputation 
and the business will be seen as one that is all about money and profi t, 
rather than about people. With so much competition, people choose 
banks that they feel care about them, so seeming to be uncaring will 
lessen ANZ Bank New Zealand’s market share.

5. The following answer is an example.

 A strategic response could be to implement a diversity policy to help 
ensure that staff composition refl ects the community. A positive effect 
is that doing so would allow for staff from a range of backgrounds 
refl ecting the customer base, with a wide range of innovative ideas and 
understanding of social differences. A negative effect is that possible 
employees, better suited to the job, might miss out on opportunities to 
allow diversity to happen. The overall success of a diversity programme 
would depend on the training new staff are given and how well they 
integrate with the bank’s culture so they are well equipped to do the 
job required of them.
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